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The 7 Rs of migration

Retain Retire Rehost Replatform

Relocate Refactor Repurchase



Comparing cloud migration strategies

COST BUSINESS VALUE
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Migration patterns – average distribution



Migration financial view
Illustrative



Building the migration financial view



7R impact to financial KPIs: example
Scenario 1: 6k servers all refactor with 3-year migration

Illustrative

17% ROI
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7R impact to financial KPIs: example
Scenario 2: 6k servers and 7R mix with 3-year migration

Illustrative
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7R impact to financial KPIs: example
Scenario 3: 6k servers and 7R mix with 2-year migration

Illustrative
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The complete business case: 
AWS Cloud Value Framework

Cost savings (TCO)

Example

50%+ reduction in TCO (GE) 

What is it?

Infrastructure cost savings/ 

avoidance from moving to 

the cloud

Cost impact

Staff productivity

Example

More than 500 hours per year 

of server configuration time 

saved (Sage) 

What is it?

Efficiency improvement 

by function on a task-by-

task basis

Operational resilience

Example

Critical workloads run in 

multiple AZs and Regions 

for robust DR (Expedia) 

What is it?

Benefit of improving SLAs and 

reducing unplanned outage

Business agility

Example

Launch of new products 

75% faster (Unilever) 

What is it?

Deploying new features/ 

applications faster and 

reducing errors

Value impact
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Infrastructure 

costs

Compute

utilization

The power of why



Analytics drive smarter migrations

We enable business and IT leaders to:

Maximize Microsoft 
licenses for even 
bigger savings

Determine the most
cost-effective path 
to cloud

TSO Logic quickly delivers an 
optimized business case for AWS



84%
of on-premises workloads 

are over-provisioned





Common misconceptions when 
calculating cloud costs 

On-premises resources 

are balanced

Software licenses 

are not transferable

Direct match 

methodologies

Hardware is 

comparable



$142M

36%
Cost savings

Recognizing the financial 
value of cloud 

Right-sized match to AWS

Direct match to AWS

$91M

$173M

Annual on-premises cost



Key factors in calculating future-state costs 

Capture a baseline 

of current resources 

1

Profile historical 

utilization

2

Understand when 

and how instances 

are provisioned

3

Compare the costs 

of bringing existing 

licenses versus 

buying new ones

4



Impacts of software licensing 

88% 43% 22% 



The manual 
method



AWS Migration Tooling supports all phases of the journey

Tools accelerate the migration process by providing guidance and automating steps.

Assessment phase

Create an Assessment of the 
on-premises infrastructure and 
organization for cloud 
readiness, and to build a case 
for migration.

Decision Support

AWS

Data & Storage Transfer

Migration phase

Execute the Migration plan using the right tools, based on the strategy for 
each application.

Migration Automation & 

Governance

3rd Party 

Software & 

Services

Readiness and Planning phase

Use Planning tools to address 
gaps, identify dependencies 
and strategies, and make 
better migration decisions.

Decision Support

Server & Database Migration

AWS
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Koch at a glance

Global scale

~130,000 employees in 60 countries 

Headquartered in Wichita, Kansas

Private ownership

One of the largest privately held companies in 
America, with >$110 billion in annual revenues

Consistently reinvest 90% of earnings

Distinctive corporate culture

Market-Based Management



Koch at a glance

Industry areas

Refining, chemicals & biofuels

Forest & consumer products

Fertilizers

Polymers & fibers

Process & pollution control systems

Electronics, software & data analytics

Minerals

Glass

Automotive components

Ranching

Commodity trading

Investments



Koch companies



Koch companies



Koch Industries Inc. 
global footprint



Projected results

48% savings when 

running on AWS versus 

on-premises

26% savings on 

dev/test workloads 

22% savings on SQL 

Server workloads when 

moving to AWS

10% reduction in SQL 

Server core count



Koch cloud journey

Primarily lift and shift to get to the cloud faster

Exiting data centers faster reduced investment in aging infrastructure

Refactor where possible and reduce Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute 
(Amazon EC2) footprint in 2020–2021



Where we are in our journey

About 40% migrated

Over 7,700 Amazon EC2 instances

276 TB in AWS today

Microsoft- and Linux-based workloads 

AWS and cloud-native workloads

Some workloads to remain at edge

3,000 servers to migrate

Over 3.2 PB of storage 
on-premises

1,356 SQL cores



Cloud benefits

Avoided high cost of licensing hardware-based replication and avoided costly storage expansion

Enabling accelerated innovation and faster experimentation and time to market

Georgia Pacific/AWS case study—“We have increased profits by millions of dollars for one production 
line.”—Steve Bakalar, VP of IT & Digital Transformation (https://Koch.link/GPstudy)

INVISTA serverless implementation costs 99% less than a server implementation due to limited use  



Cloud benefits

KBX Logistics Visibility Project—6 months to create commercial SaaS offering

Molex, Accenture, and AWS co-developed an edge computing solution powering 
NextGen autonomous vehicles that works with Alexa 
(https://Koch.link/molexauto) 

INVISTA transformation from BI to AI (https://Koch.link/BItoAI)



TSO benefits

Mapped high-level 
costs for like compute 

& storage services

Identified where IaaS 
should be treated 
differently than 

on-premises

Business justification 
for data center 
consolidation

Provided clear 
analysis for each 

business CIO to make 
a faster decision



Challenges

Need to take your specific server environment knowledge and blend with 
TSO recommendations

Speed and degree of success are dependent on cloud fluency

Vendors may have requirements that contradict right-sizing recommendations; 
partner with those vendors early to show right-sizing benefit



Lessons learned

Migrating enterprise data centers brings unique challenges with timing, network 
connectivity, developer time, etc.

Should have an enterprise focus from the beginning (instead of by business unit) 
to implement strategy for Reserved Instances, start/stop schedules, etc.

Pay attention to storage types and minimum requirements for your use cases

Be realistic with lift and shift strategy vs. refactoring for the cloud
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Analysis approach and timeline

Kick off

Business case overview

Define timeline, scope & roles

Review data

Initial analysis

ID open questions, assumptions

Initial assessment

Full assessment

Data collection
(4–6 weeks)

Q&A
(~1–2 weeks))

Iterate & finalize
(~1–2 weeks)

Customer 

report out

Full analysis

Incorporate new data

Repeat as needed

TSO Logic

On-premises cost collection via data 

collection template or TSO for high-level 

cost compare

Interviews with app owners for business 

agility/operational resilience



Join us for cloud econ discussions

PROJECT FOUNDATION MIGRATION REINVENTION
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AWS Training and Certification for the enterprise
Resources to help your organization build cloud skills and achieve business objectives

Cost savings 

(TCO)

Staff 

productivity

Operational 

resilience
Business

agility

Digital training Classroom training AWS Certification Enterprise resources Talent pipeline

Comprehensive skill development plan for broad cloud fluency

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/enterprise



Thank you!
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